Weekly Lessons March 23-27
* Raz-Kids- Due Sunday March 29 by 5pm. (4 level up books /no assignment this week)
*E
 nd of 3rd nine weeks i s March 24 (Tuesday). If you have not met your AR requirements, please do before the
end of the day Tuesday.
*O
 ne sheet in the packet is a Roll & Spell sheet. If you don't have a die, you can just pick yourself.
*Important Send In Dates: Please use ScanCam or pictures from your phone to email me the following items:
spelling words in different colors, Try This! Adverbs page 230, Venn Diagram, and 2 sheets from packet. The
specific sheets to email will be given Thursday.
Writing assignment will be left in the folder to be checked with quizzes, tests, and workbooks upon return.
Monday1. Pick one sheet front/back from your packet due 3/27 to complete.
2. Draw a picture of the setting of Sarah, Plain, and Tall. (*Setting- where the story takes place, what does it
look like, what are the surroundings, etc..)*Keep it in your green folder.
3. Work on your writing assignment paragraph. Sit outside while you are working.
4. Pick a book to read. Go outside, find a comfy spot, and get lost in a good story for 20 minutes.
Tuesday1.Complete 1 page front/back in your packet due 3/27.
2. Write your spellings words in different colors.
3. Read pages 226-228 "Wagons of the Old West". Talk to a parent, babysitter, or sibling about the difference
in wagons described in the section versus the wagon in Sarah, Plain, and Tall.
4. Watch School House Rock Video about Adverbs. (located under Links)
Wednesday1. Complete page 48 "E" in cursive workbook. (Follow the shaded boxes for help.)
2. Complete 1 page front/back in your packet due 3/27.
3. Work on your writing assignment.
4. Pick a book to read. Go outside, find a comfy spot, and get lost in a good story for 20 minutes.
Thursday1. Complete your packet due 3/27.
2.Reread pages 230-231 in your textbook on adverbs. On a separate piece of paper complete the Try This!
section at the bottom of pg. 230. Copy the sentences.
3. Complete writing assignment due 3/27.
4. Story Vocabulary (definitions are in the stapled group of papers behind the Home Letter)-Draw a picture of
each vocabulary word. Have fun; you can also do a game of Vocabulary Pictionary at home just like we do at
school.
Friday*Email assignments by the end of the day today please!
1.Pick your two favorite characters from "Sarah, Plain, and Tall". On a separate sheet of paper make a Venn
Diagram. Compare and Contrast the two characters; how are the alike and different?
2. Complete cursive quiz for lowercase words found in your green folder. Once completed, keep it in the folder.
3.Work on Raz-Kids.
4.Choose a spelling activity from your choice board.

